
Good afternoon – Thank you [Title Slide] for coming to AV Education. 

Also want to thank the Johan van de Voet for helping organize this.   We have a lot 
to talk about so I may go quickly, slow me down if I’m unclear. 

This class will quickly go thru how the traditional [music industry slide] worked for 

decades and then how it has evolved dramatically in recent years. This is a top-

down course because I’m squeezing an entire semester of information into one 

workshop so keep in mind these are general reflections. Feel free to ask questions, 

and they’ll also be time at the end for discussions. 

Who am I? 

I am JSP an English/American 30 years of experience in the music industry. More?                                       

Visit my website [3Personal website slide] If you look me up you’ll find I’ve scored 

over 200 TV shows for Discovery, you might find my solo CD release from the 

1990s or even some touring references from my time with Glassmoon & The 

Influence. My Facebook page will show I’ve taught dozens of semesters and 

classes since the 1990s, given talks, been on panels and attended conferences . 

[slide]Over the next couple hours we’re going to run through the old record 

production model and then talk about the changes in the business that have 

completely upended the music industry.  We’ll talk about changing expectations 

for artists, producers, engineers, record labels and recording studios. And of 

course I’ve included a brand new section about the COVID 19 crisis. 

As you know there are many aspects to the music biz, many different paths …and a 
bunch of related industries that feed off of the music industry.   

What comprises the music industry? [6music industry areas slide]  All of these 
areas are considered the music business, it’s a huge umbrella.  You should see 
your career somewhere up here; these are the major areas. 
. 

And that’s not the half of it – look at all the other industries [music industry slide 2] 
that are affected or employed by the music business, all these subcontractors and 
craftspeople depend on the music business to survive and thrive.  All together 
globally, it’s perhaps a 50 billion euro enterprise all inclusive. To put that in 
perspective, the global music business for one year is more than the cost of Brexit 
for the UK. 

 



[Content slide] Let me ask you all so I can curate, so can customize this 
presentation for you. I want to quickly go around the room and find out exactly 
who I’m talking to… 

.(Find out basic audience information) 

I want you to think of yourselves, at least for this presentation, as either a content 
maker, or a content promoter. 

- How many of you play an instrument at a semi-pro level? Two?  

-  Who here writes songs with lyrics?  And who here makes inst tracks? 

-  Who here has toured/performed at least 2 times in a week? 

[music industry slide again] 

As you FEARED we’ll have to turn back the clock to understand moving forward 
in time, and for us that time is the Middle Ages, a pretty long time ago. In ten 
minutes we’re going to go through 500 years of the music business, so hang on! 

[Catherine of Argon] The first “for profit” sheet music might have been songs for 

royalty, like for a wedding back in 1470s – hand copied by monks - we know this 

one was sold to a Deacon.  But music publishing, which is basically selling a song, 

could not really began in the Renaissance with “the press”.  Back then the concept 

of a song having value on it’s own or rewarding the composer was unknown, like 

poetry today – there was no market.  The product was this copy, this piece of 

paper!  THIS IS A KEY CONCEPT! 

A few [famous court composers] made a living but most music was written for 

royalty or the church: court composers.  These are all folks you’ve heard 

of…anybody know all of these guys? 

Until about 200 years ago the only way to make a living with music was performing 

[jester]. Troubadours, minstrels, balladeers There was no music industry or 

publishing to speak of - just traveling wandering gypsies.   It was not until the early 

1800s the MODERN MUSIC PUBLISHING BUSINESS really began. 

 When printed [1800’s] music was made popular about 200 years ago, it was partly 

because the piano (formerly the harpsicord) was being manufactured en masse.  

(For the masses) by the Broadwood Piano Company in England.  Wealthy people 

bought keyboards for entertainment, but common people learned the parlor piano 



by ear or from sheet music featuring common songs – also sold by piano comp. 

But NO composers made any money on sheet music, only printers (the publishers).   

As the D-I-Y approach made music more available to everyone, so piano and guitar 

sales jumped - as did the demand for more songs.  And as piano prices continued 

to fall, more & more people thought they could learn to play.    But it’s not that 

easy – learning the piano - yet that did not stop music publishers. Publishers 

worked together with piano companies and eventually created [1820 piano rolls] – 

essentially making instruments that played themselves.  These were incredibly 

popular as there was no radio or records or any other way to have music was live 

or piano roll.  And with new industrial age concept of revolving ‘credit’ even these 

expensive [1830 player pianos] could be bought by the masses. 

For 50 years piano rolls were an important source of income…for piano roll makers 

and publishers! Composers? Screwed again… 

[!st Song] It wasn’t until actual recordings of songs were developed and began to 

get sold on wax cylinders and lacquer discs in the mid to late 1800s, music 

publishers again got together and provided distribution of all those cylinders and 

records through the around the world.  [1900s stores] by the turn of the century, 

most major cities had a few shops to buy everything from orchestral sheets to the 

latest bar-stomping ragtime tune. 

The most important, popular music publishers were centered in a block of New 

York apartments near Broadway called [Tin Pan Alley] and for a while that was the 

capital of music publishing. And they needed good songs...badly. 

Frankly NYC songwriters didn’t think about their music the way we do now.  They 

wrote and sold songs for 10 cents each, about 12 euro in 2020 cash. Composers 

got a bit mad and Tin Pan Alley firms started to get a reputation as crooks. [sheets]  

In Europe, lyrics, sheets and recordings were thought of as intellectual property, 

just like books and photos or this crazy new ‘motion picture’ that was being shown 

at night!  Songwriters began to want (and deserved) compensation when a 

recording or a ‘sheet’ of their song was produced.  [Berne Convention] It was the 

beginning of the two sides of the music biz – songwriting and publishing. 

In 1886, the people essentially created copyright law. 



Basically, all the represented nations agreed that any artistic enterprise like songs, 
music, movies or a play etc is a real item that can be owned.  The “idea”, the 
“concept” of a Frankenstein or Dracula can now be owned.  And creative people 
should be able to profit from these creations.  The Berne Convention attendees 
signed an agreement to standardize the rules and terms of copyright and they 
promised to honor the from country to country. 
. 

 The U.S. got finally onboard in 1909 [copyright act] made the concept of paying the 
composers for the usage of their music became a reality.  The new laws meant 
composers got a fee when their songs were ‘used’ (recorded, sheet music, piano 
rolls and even concert performances.) Suddenly great musicians and performers 
could make money without touring, instead they sold records and sheets.   

Simply put: The 1909 Copyright Act recognized songwriter’s exclusive right to  
make, distribute and profit from of mechanical reproductions of musical works. 

Explain: Stake holders vs. copyright holders 
 

In the 1920s we find [Victrola & Gramophone] producing reasonably priced “wind-

ups” to play “78s” made of lacquer.  The ‘Roaring 20s’ partially got it’s name from 

the home record player going viral.   The music industry got another earth shaking 

shift with the birth of public commercial [Radio], which blanketed the earth in 

radio waves and brought the world together. 

It should be noted that Big Band Music was the style of the day back then, and that 

genre became popular worldwide because of it.  [Live Big Bands] often played 

Saturday night dance parties live over the air and that signal was played in 

jukeboxes and radios everywhere.  It seemed wrong that no songwriter or 

arranger got paid for those performances while radio made thousands in 

advertising. Again, composers complained. 

This concept of paying for usage over the airwaves (not just buying the record) but 

broadcasting it to millions was new - and stations resisted.  But music publishers 

banded together and threatened to pull the plug completely from commercial 

radio unless each broadcast performance was paid for – just a little pocket change 

– it’s the law  (Legally, if you USE a speech, a movie, a stage play or a song to bring 

people together and make money – then you have to pay the creator a little 

something.) 



By the 1940s [Radio] stations were forced to pay a music fee based on range and 

the estimated audience and by WWII, commercial radio was beginning to pay for 

broadcasting music to the world?  All this info about which song were played, and 

it was collected, codified, organized and royalties were calculated; checks were cut 

….Who gathered this incredible amount of information?  IT’s TIME FOR A 

TANGENT, TOUR, A WILD GOOSE CHASE! 

[Performance Rights Organizations] or PROs did the heavy lifting.  These folks 

would do all the work for you (for a 15% fee) and with the copyright laws behind 

them the song trade became a multi-billion dollar industry. 

Now we’re going to break for a second and make sure everybody knows the basics 

of [royalties].  There are four types of royalties… 

The [sheet music] thing is easy – for every transcription of sheet music that’s sold, 

you pay the composer(s) x amount per sheet.   

For [records] it’s easy as well.  Your record label contract pays you x amount per 

record AFTER EXPENSES. 

[performance royalties], those USAGE fees we mentioned back in 1909.   People 

USE music for sports, restaurants, discos, nightclubs, concerts, even in greeting 

cards, toys and elevators.  Each public PERFORMANCE is a usage, and theoretically 

each usage must be paid for, even if only a penny.  Especially important are 

performances on television, in films and underscoring videos. These uses, (where 

producers synchronize music to film, motion or pictures) require special 

permission AND special payments. These are [synchronization rights]  Visual media 

producers contract with publishers to get permission (and pay) to align the music 

with images in a non-random way.  This fee is paid ONCE & often NOT shared with 

the artists…they’ll be compensated with the performance royalties, along with the 

publisher.  There is a whole industry based around this idea, it’s called... 

[Sync Licensing] 

“Sync” as it is called is a small but vital part of the music industry for certain 

people.  If you write instrumental music, or have a talent as a film maker which 

includes (in your vision) the use of certain well known music, the sync industry is 



vital.  If you write for a music library, a TV network or a film company you already 

work in the ‘sync’ industry.  Byforbuilt I work in the sync industry! 

[World Music Biz] 

If you look at the whole music business, sync seems like only a very small part…but 

the reason it’s small is this number reflects only the FEES to place music, the 

payment for using the ‘master recording’, making the contract, filing the 

paperwork and providing the master track. Maar…. 

[World Music Biz CU] 

A closer look reveals that yes, sync is small compared to all, but still it’s at least a 

billion dollar business worldwide when you add the royalties and the payments 

together.  The cool thing for sync artists is they get paid long past the job, over and 

over again EACH performance.   

[Chart: Sync Guy]  How does the Sync part of the industry work? It’s can be 

complicated but essentially producers of films, TV and media need music so they 

hire music supervisors to provide it. (More explanation) 

Music supervisors know a ton of people in the music business, including the 

makers of special music libraries which are made especially for media.  This music 

is often represented by a sync agent, who is gifted in providing the right music for 

the right job.  Everybody needs to work together to get this done, and sometimes 

it’s complex.  But the sync agent can get music from anywhere, and often he 

knows the authors or labels, people who owns the master: also a great negotiator. 

The best thing is sometimes those sync agents get music from YOU. 

[FLOW CHART] This part has improvisation 
Here is the basic flow chart of a typical ‘placement’ 

Now I promise we’ll get back to the history, but there’s one more Goose chase! 

 

 

 



[Performance royalties explained] 

ALL public music providers  - radio, TV, night clubs, airplanes, stores, they all must 

pay to use all that music – they pay a “royalty” to the PRO. 

So let’s say there is a [Sun Records] single that a radio station has played 1150 in 

one year.  Usually it’s figured for each quarter but for simplicity let’s go with a 

year.  Now looking at air checks and song logs, [BUMA] confirms 1150 plays and 

has figured the royalty - and taken their 15% - which is reasonable. The song 

earned [100 euro] from that one station in a year and now it’s time for everyone 

associated with the song to paid.  The songwriters and publisher (Sun) agreed it’s a 

[60/40 split] which is a common, good deal. Now the 50 euros that the publisher  

gets is actually [split again].  Sun distributes music through RCA/Victor and agreed 

to pay them 40% of the proceeds that got for the privilege. 

The [songwriters also split] their payment, in this case there was a lyricist/singer. 

and a composer/arranger, and they agreed to an even split. 

[BLUE SLIDE]       (Hold)                                                                                                                                                                     

[Music studios] After WWII for the next 30 years the record industry continued to 

make & release music at an ever increasing rate, evolving from a one microphone 

“direct to disc” facility to tape formats, mono to stereo, then [major multitrack studios] 

The [formats] they delivered that music on changed also. Since the 1950s record 

labels promoted music on reel-to-reel tape and cassettes and LPs and 45s and 8-

tracks and HDVHS tapes and CDs and Mini Disc and DAT tape and on and on.  The 

most important formats (physical units) of music changed for the better (mostly) 

through the years, although I still can’t explain 8 track tapes. [CDs] were kinda the 

end game because even now – CDs sound amazing.     

[BUT THERE IS A STORM COMING< A PERFECT STORM] 

3 Huge Musical Evolutions in 2000 [3 Evolutions]   

So now we’re going to pretend it’s around the time you were born – mid 90s to 
the millennium.  This is the key time in the music industry because several waves 
of change came together to create the perfect storm.   



The first revolution was [file sharing].  When Napster software showed up in the 
late 90s people with the internet could suddenly get almost any song for free using 
peer-to-peer file sharing.  Those searching hardest were the biggest music fans –
motivated because of all the great new for free.  (This was before YouTube) Rare 
recordings, live shows and bootlegs were huge for [Napster].  People would 
download thousands of songs, burn CDs of them and sell them or give them away 
for nothing.  Folks who spent ten euro on a single CD last year now could suddenly 
have music collections of thousands of songs for that same ten euro. [chart] 

. 

It only took about a generation for almost 900 million units a year to be reduced to 
90 million, a [90%] drop! All of a sudden no one wanted CDs. You can call it what 
you want, but it’s piracy, it was stealing, and eventually peer-to-peer music thieves 
stole everything. [Record stores] closed all over the world in just 10 years, now less 
than 1 in 50 remain in business - and those usually because they carry other 
merchandise like new Apple gadgets and Androids, iPads and mp3 players where 
records bins used to be.   

. 

Even now, with all the legit sources of music available, 40% of fans download 
[unlicensed music] and feel just fine about it.  And more than 

half the people just use Google to find tracks; does that make them liable? 

And stream ripping is the most popular way for those (like you) technically minded 
enough to do so.   

. 

The [54 2nd revolution] was online music DISTRIBUTION, the internet.  Specifically 
the ability to get your music into the hands of way more people, instantly with 
actual cost.  The miracle of digital delivery will be lost on millennials who never 
saw a world without it, but the change was massive for the old music industry, 
especially for distributors and artists. 

 

In my day, after a recording session an artist waited weeks while a record was 
stamped or a CD run was burned.  Once thousands [CDs were made, boxed and 
delivered], they had to be redistributed to local stores with vans and trucks. 
Shipping overseas without sales guarantees meant most album releases stayed 
national with great exceptions.  In the days of vinyl and CDs, publishing music was 
an expensive hassle up front and many people went bankrupt in the process. 



   

But [Apple] didn’t go bankrupt.  In fact it went from a personal computer company 
to the largest distributor of digital music in the world.  [iTunes]  made it so that 
almost anyone could have music for sale on the internet. 

Funny how people discovered iTunes immediately after Napster was shut down in 
the mid 2000s.  People downloaded mp3s for cash and composers got paid a little.  
It was going well for a few years, and even though the ENTIRE [music industry] was 
in a tailspin, Apple was not.  Is was not until about 2006/2007 when sales numbers 
mysteriously slowed down, and within a few years later even iTunes was losing 
ground fast.  Why? 
. 

Mainly YouTube  [iTunes/YT chart]. YouTube allowed fans to see and stream 
almost anything, including most popular music…for free. Everyday millions of 
people violate [YouTube] law on YT and just get their music for free (aside from 
skipping the ads) Speaking of which (ads) - Did music creators get any of that ad 
money?  Did the performer /record label? [copyright]  No, generally they did not.   
. 

But in the last years, this is changing. [You Tube Unveil]  You Tube Music allows 
access to a huge catalog of video streaming without commercials for about 9 euro 
a month. YouTube knew that the MUSIC MODERNIZATION ACT is coming up for a 
vote and if passed would mean YouTube will actually have to pay performance 
royalties to stakeholders. 

 

.[Kanye West].  In October 2018, more than 2 years ago, you might remember 
this White House crazyiness with Kanye. The reason he was there was to 
encourage Trump to sign the bill, though Trump didn’t read a word of it. 

The US House passed the [MMA News] bill that basically says that YouTube and 
similar services are going to have to pay up. It forces anyone who uses a song in 
any way to account for the rights and manage royalties and changes it from a 
civil to a criminal offence. To help out with that, there is also a mandate for a 
single open database of ALL recorded music be created and maintained. That’s 
called the Mechanical Rights amendment. The [MMA] also fixed a bunch of 
injustices about solving disputes and the Classics Act that fixed millions of unpaid 
royalties of older recordings online and elsewhere and a Producers Credit 
provision. 
 

I just have time to get into the details and I’ve need to get back on track with  

THIRD REVOLUTION in the music industry at the millennium that probably 

affects you directly – 



 

[Digital Audio Workstations] 

Time was that every decent sized city had a professional recording studio. 
But by the turn of the 21st century however, a [Desktop PC] could compete 
technically with high-end recording studios. You were all aware of this, you 
lived it.  Personal computers were advancing every year getting more 
powerful and faster.  Protools software essentially made a lot of ‘why you’d 
go to a mega studio’ obsolete by the 2010. 
. 

So in your lifetime, we’ve seen a big shift away from public studios to private 
recording facilities.  Trying to build a successful [studio business] in the last 
few years - it is an uphill battle; and many veterans have already lost it.   
Over the last two decades we’ve said goodbye many important and 
historical ‘live rooms’ it’s alarming.  Famous American studios like “Hitsville” 
n Motown, Muscle Shoals in Alabama where Elvis and Otis once recorded, 
The Hit Factory and The Power Station in NYC all [closed], directly as a 
result of the digital audio revolution. 

 

Nowadays, high end studios are rare, and they MUST have a hook to 
survive. [70 Great acoustics] is certainly a selling point because you can’t 
record everything in a bedroom studio.  [Famous facilities] are surviving on 
reputation and fame alone.  Newer studios feature [Amazing locations] or a 
particular superstar producer to make ends meet but my advice is to steer 
clear of the high-end studio business right now.[Stock slide] 

We’re coming in towards the end of this history section, so let’s look at what is 
happening NOW 

[THE MUSIC INDUSTRY IN 2020]  In deference to time, let’s take a look at the 
current situation in the music business, first worldwide, then in the 
Netherlands. 
.. 

Well, the [chart] is clear.  Since the millennium, physical sales have 
plummeted BUT digital sales have expanded.  Sadly, online sales have not 
made up for the mostly downward trajectory, the industry is still much less of 
what it was when you were a child. 
. 

But after 20 years of sliding down and losing amazing amounts of money 
(except for Adele, Drake and Taylor Swift) the music business was actually 
recovering and stabilizing – this is a good thing. 
. 



[chart closer] If we focus in on the last 10 years we see a definite tread, the 
growth of streaming.  Just as it looked like the whole plane was going to 
crash, [streaming saves the day!]  Streaming is responsible for almost 50% 
of the income from music right now.  Ten years ago? Nothing. 

[3q 2019] And here’s the very latest numbers released mid-November and 

EVEN IN JUST A YEAR THE DIFFERENCE IS OBVIOUS. 

[US Streams] Streaming is how most non-radio music is enjoyed, a process 

that didn’t exist a decade ago! In the US in particular we see that this is how 

people listen to music. You know this, but imagine that this was new to 

anyone over 30 years old. 

AT THIS POINT I NEED TO PARK ON STREAMING, WE WILL RETURN 

BUT I NEED A SIDEBAR ABOUT HOW WE LISTEN NOW 

[2018 Music Consumption] A look at consumption tells you everything we 
already knew. And every year more people stream music AND more music 
is being streamed! Almost half (45%) of all fans are listening to legitimate 
PAID streaming (opposed to radio, CD collection, downloaded, live, venue) 
About half of them pay (subscribe) and the other half goes with a “free” 
service. 

People still listen the big 4 – radio, video, their collection and streaming 

But it’s important to note that OVER half (55%) of the EARBUD 
GENERATION get some of that streaming symphony for free from VIDEO 
YouTube, Vevo or Vimeo.  Don’t underestimate that You Tube connection! 
. 

[Mus 4 ways] Clearly someone is still ‘buying’ music, mostly older people 
and the Japanese (I’ll explain later) This does NOT explain the Dutch music 
industry, we’ll get to that later. 

Again, about half of us are streaming their music as well 45% 

Statistically MOST of us have watched some music and concert videos, 
almost always streamed from You Tube and of course “the radio” still 
touches almost everyone – sometimes just overhearing it. 

 

This generational shift is important because essentially people under 40 will 
sometimes pay for music and those over 40 often pay for the music they 
hear.  Actually, about half of us are stealing our music, intentionally or not. 

. 



[Young People] 85% of teens stream but -surprise- half of them also pay for 
their tunes, and even 37% pay for streaming. And despite mom and dad 
helping sometimes, a fair number pay for their own.   

[Music 400 Consumption] These streamers are also listening to MORE 
music, there is growth in the number of hours streamers listen to music 
which is reflected in the overall recovery of the music business.   

 

[2018-19 Global Streaming Data] 

OK, remember streaming, now we’re going to dive deep. First, 

WHAT SERVICES are people steaming? And keep in mind this is WORLD 
behavior, not Dutch behavior. 

. 

[Global streaming services] (not including China & India) Well, YouTube is 
vast and free, so that’s reality - but Spotify is gaining ground, partially 
because it’s ‘curated’ (meaning plays by itself) & it can be ad-free. 
. 

[Spotify] is doing well, but it’s NOT actually making a profit yet. Spotify is the 
clear industry leader among streaming music services, with the company 
reporting almost 100 million paying subscribers and more than 200 million 
active listeners. Its closest competitor, Amazon Apple Music, is far behind at 

36 million subscribers. however recently [Spotify went public!] 

The cash infusion that Spotify just got will likely turn them into a robust and 
active company in the next years, and they could ‘lead the world’ in 
streaming if they play their cards right.  And to further push the envelope 
now they are taking the YOUTUBE model and [letting artists upload their 
own music!] 

And streaming is [predicted to continue] to rise BY A LOT and in the next 
few years it’s supposed to grow into a 10 billion dollar industry by 2020. In 
Music publishing income has stabilized in recent years and with all the 
streaming and sync contracts coming, before the pandemic it was not a bad 
time to run a publishing company or even a record label. 

 

The future of streaming was bright, for awhile at least.  Then...2020 hit. 

We will get to that in about 4 minutes, but I couldn’t talk about the music 
industry without going into record labels. 

[RECORD LABEL DATA]  SIT HERE A BIT SCOTT 

. 

https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/?symbol=AAPL
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/02/04/apple-music-posts-brisk-growth-creeping-up-on-spotify-wsj.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/02/04/apple-music-posts-brisk-growth-creeping-up-on-spotify-wsj.html


You probably noticed I haven’t mentioned record labels, and the reason is 
that in 2020 they are a complicated beast.   

As you now know record labels were THE KEY to the business until YOU 
were born.  We’ve saw earlier how in 2000, 3 different evolutions changed 
everything – DAWs, Digital Downloads and Streaming. 

For a while it seemed record labels were done for, people almost stopped 
buying recordings (CDs, cassettes, mini disc, vinyl) and when people did 
buy music it was often a subscription rather than a digital download. 

 

BUT LABELS ARE IMPORTANT! [End 2019]  Globally, the 19 billion dollar 

industry is two-thirds major label based.  Another third are independent 

labels and a sliver of direct artists.  The [biggest markets] are all the usual 

suspects.  Where is NL? BAM! Not bad for a small European country! 

 

Artists are releasing music online that they all get lost in the crowd. Scary 

statistic – September 2019 You Tube estimates 50,000 original songs 

uploaded worldwide in that one day alone, 3x more than all songs that 

have ever been on Billboard charts since the 1950s. A few days ago Spotify 

said they’re now getting over 40k submissions a DAY! Only the global 

resources of a major record label can address that.   Fact: Most (more than 

90%) of the YT music videos with 100 million hits are from record labels.  

98% of all charting music is still on record labels. 

RECORD LABEL DATA 

Contemporary record labels are really DISTRIBUTORS.  These [three big 
firms] distribute most of the music in the world, all format. This means CDs, 
which in some areas of the world are still selling well. This means radio 
promotion and making amazing HD music videos.  They have advertising 
budgets and art staff. Record labels have a team of people AND THE 
CONTACTS to break artists.  Services break tracks, labels break artists. 

“It has never been easier to listen to vast quantities of music, discover new artists, and create, distribute, and promote 

your own tunes. But there’s a downside: It is harder for artists to break through the cacophony of today’s global pop-

music machine,” wrote Neil Shah in the The Wall Street Journal. 

. 

As distributors, lots of so-called “Indy” labels rely on “majors” to get their 
music heard worldwide.  They’re still independent, but the majors get a cut 
of every CD they sell and often a portion of other types of revenue. 
. 



This chart of the big three and their [major subsidiaries] show the scope of 
the system.  Right now, they’re not growing, they are changing.  These 
companies use social technology to do amazing things.  They know where 
your music is heard, by who and when, on ANY platform. 

Label teams now analyze thousands of global inputs: Facebook fans, Twitter followers, YouTube views, Instagram 

activity, Shazam queries, and Wikipedia look-ups — even before analyzing the daily tsunami of music service plays 

around the world in order to develop an agile, highly customized response plan for every track of an artist’s release 

. 

Take last look, because in a decade these companies probably won’t exist 
because of BLOCK CHAIN, which we will tackle at the end of this talk. 
Remember that major labels distribute 97% of all music that actually 
makes money. Here is a [list of advantages]. 
. 

IMPROV: Independent labels vs. major label leading into the 

[Dutch Music Industry]              Here [Armin van Burren] rocks the queen 
. 

[2017 Global Music Purchasing Countries] The graphic shows WHO is 
buying music and predictably the US listens the most.  But note how many 
Japanese enjoy music, and they’re still buying CDs there!  And please note 
that the most populated countries in the world (China & India) supposedly 
consumes the least amount of music! This is because there’s no copyright 
law and thus no good data. Notice the Netherlands is right in there, surprise! 

On the world music scene, this little country of 20 million makes an impact 
far beyond its borders! Dutch people love music! 

 

To prove that, let’s look at European streaming.  As expected, big ‘ol France 
(with a population of 67 million, is a big player) But look at Germany vs the 
Netherlands. 

 

The data tells us while the romance countries of France, Spain and Portugal 
are big streamers. Compare this with [Germany] with 5 times our population. 
Wow, this tells you the Dutch are paying for a lot more music than bigger 
countries.  The Netherlands can look forward to a period of slow, steady 
growth in streaming like most other European nations. 

[Slide] Most of you listen to streaming 70%, w/some CDs & Vinyl thrown in. 

 

[Vinyl] is making a comeback!  It’s weird but both young and old are liking 
the sound, the graphics, the lyrics, the physical form of the old LP.  It’s a 

tiny niche market, but as a reality in the music business well worth a look. 

 



Well, at least it WAS [Variety] until you-know-who invited his nasty ass to 
the party.    [COVID-19 Slide]   and then ….[News COVID Slide] 
 

There’s not really good data about this, but we all know this, we all feel it. 

Coronavirus has hit the horeca, the entertainment industry hardest, which 
includes music, of course. 

 

- Amazon stopped reselling vinyl and CDs altogether in September 

- Physical sales (CDs, Vinyl, DVD concerts, mp3s) are down -33% 

- Major releases have been delayed until tour support is available 

- World Tour delays: Lady GaGa, Alicia Keys, Timbaland etc. 

- Tour income is down 10 billion euro out of a 14 billion euro industry 

- Musical instrument sales are way up, but mostly for beginners 

- Major record labels plan to ‘go public’ (stock IPO) to raise money 

- The big 3 distributors are buying struggling indy record labels 

- Many established music professionals quit or retired this year 

- Streaming worldwide is down because of reduced activity 

- A dip in streaming revenues of 11%: worldwide average 

- More people are streaming for much longer periods 

- People are using more free, ad-based Spotify, Deezer, Tidal etc. 

- Listeners now stream more at home: more on laptops & smart TVs 

- Spotify is pushing more podcasts, partially for financial reasons 

 

What you can do? 

 

1.  Ad based models simply means writing music for cause, for a purpose, 
for advertising especially.  If you’ve been doing music just for yourself, it’s 
time to stretch NOW. 

 

2. You’re not working. Bored. Anxious. So is everybody else, including 
your musical heros.  Now is the time to reach out.  Over social media, 
contact their management.  Make the case that working is better, why NOT 
try some creative new friends.  This is the time for that. 



 

3. If you’re a career performer, look at the virtual tipping option. The 
private concert option.  Even a kickstarter thing.  YOU ROCK, You’re 
educating yourself now. 

 

4.     The Livestreaming thing.  Moneymaker? Probably not.  Career builder. 
I suppose a little.  Good for YOU to organize, prepare, schedule and 
perform – YES.  This is who you are, what you do….DO IT! 

 

5.     Learning new oftware is great, a practical thing is even better. 

 

6.     Video Games.  They made more money last year than the music 
industry by far, nearly three times the size.  COVID proof, can be done 
remotely, fun (if the game is good) and maybe more a longterm career. 

Not for performing musicians. 

. 

So what does the future look like?  Well streaming will continue to rise, CDs 
will continue to fall, downloads will stabilize and the internet will potentially 
make everyone a star.  But the biggest change is just around the corner and 
it’s revolutionary, just like the DAW, P2P or Mp3s.  It’s block-chain. 

 

Blockchain is digital technology that allows certain electronic files to operate like 

a tiny little business.  You’ve heard about this with Bit-Coin, which essentially 

makes each coin (or part) into an individual stock that goes up and down based on 

different marketplace factors. Musical Blockchain is self-updating database that 

will be linked with my digital song files 

Even after I release my music I can control everything, access, content and coding.  

It’s kind of a difficult concept because there’s nothing exactly like it, but here’s 

my 2 minute attempt.  

[slide} Imagine you’ve just finished a track in the studio and you’re saving it. One 

of the options Protools 23 (or whatever) will give you might be: Save as wav 

w/BC.  Now it will open up a dialogue box with room for [everything] you would 

ever need to know about this songfile – [here’s an example of info to include]   

Now it’s time to send your song out into the world, and it’s now like a [tiny digital 

credit card]. Like a CC, this card doesn’t carry ALL your info – it accesses your file 

based on your credit card number (Blockchain number) Whenever anyone uses, 

alters or plays your track you will know!  



Your credit card (I mean songfile) immediately sends you back any & all the 

info about the transaction. Every stream, download, YouTube play, Spotify 

stream, whatever – is recorded in a super secure way that only you can 

access and control!  

In fact [security] is only one of the many advantages to this kind of system. 

Piracy could be a thing of the past, you simply “turn off” the stolen file – like 

cancelling a credit card, it won’t work. Of course, anybody who has an 

interest in using your music will love BC because you just click file and any 

information you (the owner) want to give is instantly available.  This will 

include “smart contracts” for use in TV film or media and automatic payment 

information.  The same technology could mean royalties hit your bank 

account immediately after the airdate, not a year later and without the 15% 

fee PROs charge.  No cues will be missed because each file reports how it’s 

being used, how, when, where and whatnot.  

Of course you could also have [fun with Blockchain]. Remember this data 

page? You could set it up so fans could get all sorts of extras, a motive to 

buy rather than stream.  You “lock” certain features, let’s say dance stems 

that could be “unlocked” with payment or permission.  Actually, the creative 

mind spins at the possibilities and I’m excited to see how artists will use it.  

 

[News Headlines] – The news hit a few years ago, so why haven’t we all been 

talking about BC by now?  Well, because it shifts the landscape and changes 

things, it has enemies. Record labels have not embraced this, and they should 

and could. BUT, this tech takes control of assets away from the label into the 

artists hands. 

 

Blockchain Graphic -  Is BC Hype or Hope?  I think personally that individual 

control of digital assets in inevitable.  This is going to happen sooner or later. 

The real question is what will the industry look like in a few years when it 

does. 

Strap in and hold on, it’s going to be a bumpy ride. 

 

OK now time for questions! 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


